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About This Content

BlackSpot Entertainment  needs your support to deliver the best FPS online game to Steam community possible.
We created Premium Pack I to make sure our appreciation shows in the contents.

Premium Pack I contains many permanent items and exclusive items.
Here are brief description of each items. All items are permanent except boosters.

* Rare M4A1 Rapor, Rare L115A5 Precision with your own exclusive IGN on the dog-tags.

* Dragunov, P90, AK-74, Famas G2, M60E4

* Artyom Volkov, Jared Sailor, Mei Hua characters.

* Stechkin APS

* Down Range.

* 100,000 GPs

* 1200 Gems ($12 value)
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* Two EXP Booster (50% for 30 days)

* Three GP Booster (50% for 30 days)

We really hope you guys like what you see.

Cheers!
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Title: Line of Sight - Premium Pack I
Genre: Action
Developer:
BlackSpot Entertainment
Publisher:
BlackSpot Entertainment
Release Date: 8 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual Core 2.0GHz from Intel or AMD 2.0GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8600/9600GT, ATI/AMD Radeon HD2600/3600

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Korean,Portuguese,Russian
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I fortunetly got to play this game when it first came out on my xbox and it was amazing. The campaign is awesome (for the most
part) and I love the guns in this one, they aren't crazy futuristic guns like in every other COD but they are real cool old guns. The
multiplayer is fantastic in its customization and maps as well as the zombies mode which is legendary. With all of this said, I still
cannot reccomend this game to anyone. Unless you just want to play multiplayer, then DO NOT BUY THIS GAME. The
campaign is so glitchy and most times if you die even once the game freezes and you have to force quit and restart from the
beggining, it is so ♥♥♥♥ing annoying. The servers for zombie mode are ♥♥♥♥ing dead as♥♥♥♥♥♥so you really can only
play solo because there still is no private lobbies (WTF?!?). Even the multiplayer servers are pretty much dead with there only
being like 2 or 3 servers active and the hosts are constantly changing the rules for playing getting you kicked out for no
♥♥♥♥ing reason. It is so sad to see such an amazing game go down the ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ like this just because the devs have
turned a blind eye on it. So as a quick recap, DO NOT BUY THIS GAME unless you ONLY want to play solo zombies or on a
(yes I mean "a" because good luck finding another lobby to play in) faccist ruled server for multiplayer.. If you're looking for a
football management game that is easy to learn and play but filled with stats and data, you can't go wrong with Global Soccer
Manager 2017.

The UI is very slick and modern and is incredibly easy to use. This is a game that has potential for sure! While it isn't as in-
depth as Football Manager, it shouldn't be seen as a bad thing as GSM is much more main stream. One thing that it does have
over Football Manager though and that's the number of countries, leagues and teams simulated. You can take charge of any
team in any leage pretty much anywhere around the world without needing to add and remove leagues at the end of each season.
If you've dreamed of managing the champions of Angola, your dream can be lived with GSM!

Plus, you can grab it for just over a fiver.. The soundtrack is really nice! There\u2019s a lot of songs, and the price is fair.
Highly recommended! :). Blacksea Odyssey is top space shoot ‘em up game with fully destroyable levels.

Pro's:
Nice graphic textures, models and effects
Unique gameplay with destroyable levels and awesome ways to kill monsters and bosses
Tons of upgradables, weapons and playable characters
Helpful tutorials

Con's:
Maybe a price could be little lower

Overall:
Fun little game, recommended to everyone who are in these type of games.. Meh disregard the negative this game is fun I played
it through and No issues. If you like arcade fighter games like ace combat this is a good game for the price.. Only an hour in so
far but having a great time. Like most games of this genre, there is a lot of test and fail, and boy have I failed. Expand too fast
or not fast enough cities start to run out of supplies, 1 city missing essentials gives you a red mark, 3 red marks and you fail. I
presume this gets worse the more cities you have!

When you are waiting for cash for your next expansion, you can watch the ships go by, or check to make sure there aren't any
choke points or cities that need some attention.

I look forward to building bustling cities on various planets. online is dead and there is noticeable input lag, even offline.
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When you break down twitch games to their base elements, they tend to revolve around the same basic concepts: fast gameplay,
and dodging things at high speeds. Some excel in their simplicity, like the classic flash game Vector Runner or the more recent
Super Hexagon, while others add more complexity, such as Pivvot, Wave Wave, and Duet. Point is, that since the core elements
are generally similar, it takes something more, something exceptional for games in the genre to stand out. Velocibox is one of
those games, and it's perhaps the most addictive twitch game I've played since Super Hexagon.

Expanded and improved from an entry for the current "Connected Worlds" Ludum Dare, Velocibox is unforgiving. In fact there
aren't any checkpoints, when you fail (and you will), you start over from the first stage. Initially, I disliked this lack of
checkpoints, but once I played more, I came to appreciate how the game was set up. Success relies on practice, learning the
quirks and obstacles of each stage and surmounting them. It's more than twitch reflex but also adaption and gradual
improvement, not just "one more go" but "I know these obstacles. I can do better". It's incredibly satisfying to race through
stages that had defeated you countless times before.

But what makes Velocibox exceptional, because that's a pretty strong word? Well, it's more that all the game's aspects merge
into a excellent whole rather than any individual element. It's the sense of speed, the feeling of racing forward at some extreme
velocity, blasting off from stage one without a moment to catch your breath. It's the gravity-defying gameplay, as you flip
between floor and ceiling and ride the walls. It's how the gravity flip mechanic opens the door for a wide variety of obstacles
that wouldn't be possible in other twitch games, forcing you to deftly maneuver around and across all sides of these corridors.
It's the vibrant visuals and effects, the great music, the no-frills presentation that lets you jump into the action in seconds.

I've only reached stage four out of nine, and beating the initial nine stages unlocks an even more insane Super Velocibox mode,
so there's a hefty amount of content here. Velocibox is an easy recommendation for fans of the genre.. This game is very fun. It
could really use a bigger player base. The one problem is that it is seasonal and no one wil play after christmas.... Still I
recommend it for a simple game it is very fun.
. I decided to buy this game because I got a voucher for 90% off, and tbf it's a nice little time waster which has had obvious
effort put into it, and it really surprised me.

The gameplay is simple but fun, occansionally I would get a little bit messed up from the character not turning properly but
that's probably just me being bad at the game :P Another thing I really liked about this game was the soundtrack, I would be
interested to know what the music is for the first floor if anyone knows\/dev responses to my review.

In addition to this there are achievements and trading cards, all in all, a solid little game for 40p!

7\/10. Having fun with this game so far. Difficult in some areas, but that makes it better when you make it through.. Wonky
camera, slow development, no documentation - wish it was otherwise, but can't recommend at this point.. Simple and fun
minigame set in the Worms universe. 4 different areas, every single area map pack contains 18 levels. You don't even have to
know rules of golf, because everything is so intiutive. Also there's a lot of bonuses to use and environment objects that may
help you to get perfect score and complete a hole.

It's really fun and relaxing. It took me 10 hours to master all achievements and challenges.
I can't also forget to mention that the game has hot-seat mode to play against a friend and check who is better, when you
finish the campaign or when you're simply bored.

Feel free to buy it on the next available discount, the product is really worth it.. I really wanted to like this game since
I\u2019m a huge fan of old school 2\/2.5D beat \u2018em ups. Plus, it\u2019s a small development team and I\u2019m always
down for giving some love to underdog developers. But this is an honest review, so...

This game\u2019s graphical presentation was what initially caught my eye and made me go ahead with my purchase. Sadly,
that\u2019s the best thing about this title. Everything else about Bully Beatdown is pretty sub-par. The annoying shred guitar
soundtrack really started to grate on me after a few levels in. The controls weren\u2019t awful, but the special attacks (of which
there are only a few) are awkward to execute. The character\u2019s extremely limited moveset got old fast - which, in turn,
made the gameplay in general get boring and monotonous pretty quickly.
I powered through to the end of the game, but sadly this game won\u2019t be getting a replay from this reviewer; deleted.. One
of the best battle card games available. I like the diffenet races having different abilities, stratagies and play styles yet it is very
well balanced.. the best game get it has a little bit of lgg but it is ok
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